Specialist breast care and research nurses' attitudes to adjuvant chemotherapy in older women with breast cancer.
Breast cancer largely affects older women (≥ 70 y) who have historically been excluded from clinical trials; consequently, treatment is often not evidence-based. Older women may not be offered adjuvant chemotherapy due to assumptions that they would not benefit, cannot tolerate it or do not wish to have it. Specialist breast care nurses (BCN) and research nurses (RN) play an important role influencing decisions. We report the roles, attitudes and involvement of such nurses regarding adjuvant chemotherapy in older women. A questionnaire examined 259 UK BCN and RN's views about efficacy and desirability of chemotherapy in older women, participation in decision-making in MDTs, and roles when chemotherapy was discussed with patients. 72% of BCN and 48% of RN agreed that age should not be a factor influencing who is offered chemotherapy. BCNs indicated involvement in decision-making with older breast cancer patients, discussing chemotherapy with patients at different points following diagnosis and during treatment, and proposing chemotherapy in MDT meetings. RNs were involved to a lesser extent. 69% of all nurses had not received specific training in the area and 70% thought training would be beneficial. Nurses disagreed that older patients would not tolerate or did not want chemotherapy but 1/3 agreed or were uncertain that burdens of chemotherapy outweighed benefits. A third felt that older women had less control over treatment decisions than younger women. This study suggests a need to develop the role of specialist nurses to facilitate treatment decision-making relating to chemotherapy in older women.